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web typographer
I’m Jason, and I’m a
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Most of the web is words.
(and cat videos. but mostly words)

























Words communicate meaning; 
typography either amplifies or dilutes it.
Every detail that’s just ‘ok’ lessens our words’ impact
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Dragon No 1



The practice of typography for 
digital systems is different
Let’s talk a little bit about why



How can’t we control the web?
Let me count the ways





















Dragon No 2



Unstoppable force,  
meet immovable object
or ‘how content showing up at all trumps pretty much 
anything else in the way’



In 3 seconds, 53% of your 
mobile audience will leave 

https://www.doubleclickbygoogle.com/articles/mobile-speed-matters/



In 3 seconds, 53% of your 
mobile audience will leave 
it’s been 2.9 seconds—do you know where your web fonts are?  

https://www.doubleclickbygoogle.com/articles/mobile-speed-matters/









26 billion
Number of times Open Sans was served by Google Fonts API last week



September 14th, 2016
ATypI Warsaw



Enter Sandman 
Or at least Variable Fonts 





26 files
619kb
30% of total page load





2 files
74kb



2 dragons, 1 font







Straight outta Compton

Er, Webkit



If type is the voice of our words 
that voice just became a chorus  



Dragon No 3
but wait—don’t forget















This changes everything



But what about the future?















All system, no soul
Let’s get graphic design back in the room





Typography is design



Typography is communication



Typography is an intentional act











This is where graphic design 
gets involved



A more modern redux

Author Editor Designer



A more modern redux

Author EditorDesigner



A more modern redux

Author Editor Designer















How might we do better?
The CMS can play a part in design, too
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Let’s see that in action…
Wherein we do a live demo



Status check: support



iOS
Next week Mid-October Q4 2017

Coming in Windows 10: Bahnschrift



Thank you
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slides: bit.ly/jprwtvfdc 
code: bit.ly/jpvfdemos 

typefaces:  
Essonnes (JTD) 
Trade Gothic Next (fonts.com) 
Gimlet & Output Sans (DJR) 
Louvette (CJ Dunn) 
Amstelvar (Type Network) 
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